
















































































































































































































































































who	 presented	 tremor	 in	 rest,	 changes	 in	 the	 walking	 and	 changes	 in	 the	 natural	
reflexes.	
	
































DBS	 uses	 a	 surgically	 implanted	 battery-operated	medical	 device	 which	 is	 called	









permitted	 to	 register	 the	 different	 structures	 of	 basal	 ganglia	 in	 these	 patients.	 The	
ground-breaking	finding	has	been	the	detection	of	an	excessive	synchronism	in	the	Beta	
band	 in	 patients	 with	 PD	 which	 decreases	 or	 disappears	 after	 giving	 the	 patient	
dopamine.	 In	 Local	 Field	 Potentials	 of	 neuronal	 actions	 (which	 are	 usually	 obtained	
during	 the	 colocation	of	 the	electrode)	 this	 synchronism	 is	observed	 in	 the	 shape	of	
outbreaks	 of	 rhythmical	 shocks	 and	 synchrony	 in	 the	 group	 of	 neurons	 at	 these	
frequencies.	In	the	Local	Field	Potentials	across	the	stimulators	which	are	usually	made	









of	 dyskinesias	 induced	 by	 the	medicine	 and	with	 the	 presence	 of	 a	 disorder	 of	 the	
impulse’s	control	(in	both	cases,	after	taking	medicine)	and	related	with	the	tremor.		
	
The	 treatment	 of	 PD	 through	 DBS	 of	 the	 Subthalamic	 nucleus	 has	 permitted	 to	







the	 patients.	 As	 a	 consequence	 of	 that,	 characterizing	 and	 understanding	 the	
mechanisms	generators	of	these	oscillations	represents	an	important	challenge	when	
we	 focus	 on	 the	 knowledge	 of	 the	 disease,	mainly	 in	 what	 relates	 to	 the	 design	 of	
























STN	 of	 PD	 patients	 and	 evaluate	 the	 changes	 in	 oscillatory	 activity	 within	 a	 motor	
























































































All	 these	 results	 suggest	 the	 existence	 of	 a	 strong	 correlation	 between	 the	 spectral	





















Related	 to	 the	 high	 frequency	 oscillations,	 there	 is	 also	 a	 shift	 in	 the	 central	
frequency	when	patients	 transited	 from	the	OFF	 to	 the	ON	state.	Together	with	 this	
shift,	there	 is	also	a	change	in	the	relation	between	the	beta	and	the	high	frequency	
oscillations	 that	 characterise	 the	 motors	 state	 of	 the	 patients,	 thus	 suggesting	 the	








1.3.4	 Loss	 of	 Consciousness	 Is	 Associated	 with	 Stabilization	 of	 Cortical	
Activity	[1]	
	
Although	 this	 last	 paper	 is	 not	 directly	 related	 to	 PD,	 it	 describes	 an	 important	
approach	for	the	aim	of	the	project.	In	this	case,	the	study	presents	a	stability	analysis	
applied	to	high-density	electrocortigography	(ECoG)	recordings	in	primates	during	the	
transition	 between	 deep	 anaesthesia	 and	 consciousness.	 ECoG	 array	 consists	 of	 128	
electrodes	and	activity	is	modelled	by	means	of	an	autoregressive	model	(AR).		
	

















































































recordings	 from	 PD	 patients	 they	 aim	 to	 more	 deeply	 understand	 the	 role	 of	
electrophysiological	activity	in	the	pathophysiology	of	this	disease.		
	
They	have	 several	publications	were	 they	have	 studied	 recordings	obtained	 from	
deep	electrodes	in	PD	patients	under	Deep	Brain	Stimulation	therapy.	
	


















































































































































	 	 OFF	 ON	
PDTR	 1	 Too	noisy	 Too	noisy 
PDTR	 2	 50-250	seconds	 2650-2820	seconds	
PDTR	 3	 170-370	seconds	 3180-3380	seconds	
PDTR	 4	 230-420	seconds	 3380-3350	seconds	
PDTR	 5	 100-300	seconds	 1200-1400	seconds	
PDTR	 6	 170-370	seconds	 3500-3700	seconds	
PDTR	 7	 555-710	seconds	 3160-3345	seconds	
PDTR	 8	 235-435	seconds	 4340-4540	seconds	
PDTR	 9	 100-300	seconds	 Too	noisy	
PDTR	 10	 40-240	seconds	 2100-2300	seconds	
PDTR	 11	 310-510	seconds	 4240-4440	seconds	
PDTR	 12	 10-210	seconds	 3940-4140	seconds	
PDTR	 13	 60-260	seconds	 3630-3830	seconds	




























































































































































































































ARFIT	 is	 a	 collection	of	Matlab	modules	 for	modelling	 and	analysing	multivariate	















a	 decomposition	 of	 a	 fitted	 AR	 model	 into	 eigenmodes	 and	 associated	 oscillation	






































































































































































As	 I	 have	 cited	 before	 in	 Spike2	 7.07	 and	 in	 the	 last	 chapter	 there	 are	 mains	
interferences	 that	we	have	 to	get	 rid	of.	These	 interferences	can	really	alter	 the	AR-







































































































































































































































































































































When	we	 have	 done	 this,	 we	 realize	 that	 Butterworth	 filter	worked	 better	 than	
Chebyshev	 filter	 due	 to	 the	 verticality	 of	 the	 rejection	 slope.	 So,	 in	 the	 following	
sections,	 when	 we	 talk	 about	 filters,	 it’s	 taken	 for	 granted	 that	 we	 are	 using	 the	
Butterworth	filter.	
	






































This	 produces	 a	 higher	 frequency	 resolution	 and	 makes	 us	 be	 sure	 that	 the	 poles	
generated	by	the	ARFIT	package	are	located	in	the	band	of	the	frequency	of	interest.	
	



































































































We	 load	 all	 signals	 in	 a	Matlab	 script	 for	OFF	 and	ON	 state	 and	we	 look	 for	 the	



























































































































• The	difference	between	 the	Low	Beta	 reference	component	and	 the	Low	






reconstructed	 with	 ARFIT	 package.	 We	 will	 name	 this	 difference	 LOW	
EPSILON	RATIO	







PDTR	X	 REAL	FREQUENCY	VALUES	 ARFIT	FREQUENCY	VALUES	 EPSILON	
LOW	
EPSILON	
HIGH	CHANNEL	 LOW	BETA		 HIGH	BETA	 LOW	BETA	 HIGH	BETA	








































































Besides	 that,	 the	 ratio	 between	 the	 frequencies	 reconstructed	 by	 ARFIT	 and	 the	
frequencies	 obtained	 in	 the	Welch	 periodogram	 in	 the	 AR	 (p=16)	 approaches	much	


























We	 apply	 the	 sliding	 window	 to	 a	 single	 channel.	 This	 process	 is	 only	 used	 for	
univariate	 signals.	 We	 have	 to	 insert	 the	 following	 parameters:	 shift,	 length	 of	 the	
window	and	the	number	of	windows.	
	
One	of	the	most	 important	parameter	 is	the	number	of	windows.	We	calculate	 it	

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































       
       
       
PDTR-2	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	Chosen	
	 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-2	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-3	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 NO	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 NO	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 NO	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-3	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	











PDTR-4	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 NO	 YES	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-4	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-5	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 NO	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-5	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 NO	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-6	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 NO	 YES	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen		
	 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen		
	 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	







PDTR-6	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 NO	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-7	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-7	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 NO	 YES	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-8	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-8	ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	









PDTR-9	OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Artefactos	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	





 CH	1-2	 YES	 NO	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 NO	 YES	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 NO	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-10	
ON	 CH	0-1	 NO	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-11	
OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 NO	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-11	
ON	 CH	0-1	 NO	 NO	 NO	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 NO	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	





 CH	5-6	 V	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 SI	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-12	
OFF	 CH	0-1	 NO	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-12	
ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-13	
OFF	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 NO	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 NO	 YES	 	
 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 Frequency	 50	Hz	 150	Hz	 250	Hz	 Theta	 	
       
PDTR-13	
ON	 CH	0-1	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	1-2	 YES	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	2-3	 NO	 YES	 YES	 NO	 	
 CH	4-5	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	5-6	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	
	 CH	6-7	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 Channel	chosen	


















































































































































































































































































































































































		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 66,67	 38,01	 46,54	 39,16	 50,04	
STN	1-2	 66,67	 100,00	 85,97	 90,09	 85,93	 79,22	
STN	2-3	 38,01	 85,97	 100,00	 84,46	 93,65	 77,12	
STN	4-5	 46,54	 90,09	 84,46	 100,00	 91,46	 92,71	
STN	5-6	 39,16	 85,93	 93,65	 91,46	 100,00	 87,50	
STN	6-7	 50,04	 87,12	 77,12	 92,71	 87,50	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR3	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 39,09	 46,48	 39,19	 55,80	 39,29	 44,25	
STN	1-2	 75,35	 76,62	 77,67	 83,78	 73,59	 79,22	
STN	2-3	 66,47	 61,00	 71,70	 65,10	 59,63	 67,45	
STN	4-5	 78,39	 78,98	 80,42	 83,28	 76,88	 80,55	
STN	5-6	 74,72	 70,59	 78,15	 74,09	 68,81	 75,29	
STN	6-7	 78,44	 80,10	 78,12	 87,44	 76,15	 78,17	
	       
 PDTR4	
		 STN	0-1	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 66,02	 43,64	 41,50	 55,66	 78,00	 45,05	
STN	1-2	 83,73	 68,77	 70,62	 72,94	 79,27	 75,17	
STN	2-3	 74,71	 79,39	 79,42	 66,29	 56,93	 79,15	
STN	4-5	 74,78	 63,36	 66,06	 65,66	 67,15	 69,66	
STN	5-6	 73,50	 75,35	 76,83	 64,18	 58,28	 75,97	
STN	6-7	 75,56	 59,23	 65,95	 64,36	 69,99	 66,88	
	       
 PDTR5	
		 STN	0-1	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 33,51	 42,52	 29,25	 48,11	 45,29	 58,52	
STN	1-2	 53,84	 64,28	 54,43	 28,93	 56,42	 63,13	
STN	2-3	 31,97	 39,10	 32,11	 9,82	 33,40	 36,81	





STN	5-6	 42,44	 49,93	 42,87	 11,59	 42,24	 45,18	
STN	6-7	 54,03	 65,16	 56,42	 21,09	 50,39	 55,46	
	       
		 PDTR6	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 44,07	 38,15	 49,08	 24,42	 67,11	 73,65	
STN	1-2	 79,90	 77,48	 85,81	 29,67	 76,90	 83,27	
STN	2-3	 85,73	 73,32	 90,28	 20,33	 56,36	 62,66	
STN	4-5	 76,48	 75,89	 82,85	 29,14	 72,25	 74,30	
STN	5-6	 81,08	 70,43	 87,52	 23,94	 62,71	 67,34	
STN	6-7	 64,93	 72,13	 74,09	 30,82	 76,47	 77,09	
	       
		 PDTR7	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 58,50	 34,60	 44,55	 61,39	 41,53	 63,13	
STN	1-2	 69,76	 40,58	 50,96	 76,81	 58,72	 81,76	
STN	2-3	 49,03	 20,69	 29,91	 51,38	 32,27	 58,99	
STN	4-5	 64,48	 41,33	 48,94	 72,55	 58,75	 76,63	
STN	5-6	 53,52	 27,17	 35,95	 58,60	 42,78	 64,41	
STN	6-7	 70,44	 46,73	 55,79	 79,84	 63,91	 81,18	
	       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 43,76	 38,57	 55,86	 67,85	 45,02	 36,86	
STN	1-2	 85,17	 77,96	 84,13	 79,03	 81,99	 72,76	
STN	2-3	 78,77	 79,58	 71,50	 57,23	 72,85	 81,17	
STN	4-5	 86,08	 78,25	 83,35	 72,75	 81,98	 69,80	
STN	5-6	 78,92	 78,04	 74,77	 61,69	 76,47	 77,82	
STN	6-7	 76,08	 66,21	 76,98	 73,22	 78,63	 60,07	
	       
		 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 83,45	 81,14	 82,79	 50,05	 70,57	 83,97	
STN	1-2	 58,17	 60,04	 55,71	 84,97	 88,15	 75,51	
STN	2-3	 28,54	 31,90	 28,09	 83,55	 73,89	 48,63	
STN	4-5	 42,89	 44,61	 40,09	 82,22	 80,35	 63,45	





STN	6-7	 49,07	 49,46	 44,85	 82,98	 83,24	 68,49	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 57,95	 20,37	 47,65	 15,36	 34,33	 57,46	
STN	1-2	 59,68	 39,99	 61,35	 32,47	 50,93	 69,07	
STN	2-3	 55,67	 56,84	 67,70	 45,17	 56,73	 62,45	
STN	4-5	 50,15	 36,85	 53,24	 30,12	 45,65	 60,03	
STN	5-6	 55,08	 51,93	 66,31	 45,28	 57,42	 64,20	
STN	6-7	 48,88	 31,53	 56,07	 32,49	 48,84	 65,07	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 46,76	 31,16	 45,40	 63,60	 35,09	 33,46	
STN	1-2	 70,91	 62,90	 69,06	 90,05	 70,06	 63,51	
STN	2-3	 58,14	 62,25	 72,12	 75,83	 75,82	 78,24	
STN	4-5	 66,79	 61,65	 62,22	 84,77	 69,76	 60,64	
STN	5-6	 61,24	 60,15	 67,07	 76,95	 73,59	 72,72	
STN	6-7	 59,63	 50,07	 51,37	 81,97	 56,50	 50,07	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 34,49	 30,91	 24,52	 88,98	 89,48	 87,45	
STN	1-2	 53,48	 56,75	 51,73	 67,92	 69,19	 68,31	
STN	2-3	 33,14	 41,68	 70,04	 37,68	 44,87	 43,91	
STN	4-5	 51,65	 56,19	 48,90	 52,59	 51,81	 51,41	
STN	5-6	 40,72	 49,94	 65,32	 42,64	 46,67	 45,57	
STN	6-7	 55,96	 56,48	 42,61	 57,46	 55,51	 54,64	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	3	
	       
		 PDTR3	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 94,61	 98,10	 86,85	 93,09	 92,98	





STN	2-3	 98,10	 91,68	 100,00	 84,70	 91,75	 93,16	
STN	4-5	 86,85	 91,22	 84,70	 100,00	 89,87	 88,85	
STN	5-6	 93,09	 94,30	 91,75	 89,87	 100,00	 97,17	
STN	6-7	 92,98	 92,63	 93,16	 88,85	 97,17	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR4	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 59,75	 46,97	 53,44	 49,13	 59,90	 50,54	
STN	1-2	 59,75	 46,97	 53,44	 49,13	 59,90	 50,54	
STN	2-3	 59,81	 52,97	 59,81	 48,42	 52,37	 55,47	
STN	4-5	 71,49	 52,38	 59,86	 61,15	 72,45	 60,00	
STN	5-6	 52,22	 41,60	 48,42	 43,06	 52,99	 45,21	
STN	6-7	 58,95	 50,11	 55,07	 49,89	 58,06	 52,92	
	       
		 PDTR5	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 82,17	 86,64	 82,99	 22,32	 76,35	 77,26	
STN	1-2	 82,17	 86,64	 82,99	 22,32	 76,35	 77,26	
STN	2-3	 78,75	 80,85	 77,24	 15,12	 77,33	 76,29	
STN	4-5	 73,04	 81,22	 74,83	 27,90	 68,67	 72,82	
STN	5-6	 83,83	 87,57	 84,64	 17,38	 79,00	 78,02	
STN	6-7	 78,32	 83,84	 77,93	 18,92	 77,42	 77,57	
	       
		 PDTR6	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 62,15	 44,86	 68,07	 33,94	 69,09	 66,87	
STN	1-2	 60,99	 45,51	 66,68	 33,83	 76,53	 71,65	
STN	2-3	 67,76	 48,20	 73,20	 33,67	 67,96	 66,42	
STN	4-5	 61,13	 59,28	 68,51	 34,33	 80,88	 79,74	
STN	5-6	 59,94	 41,05	 64,79	 32,15	 71,40	 66,16	
STN	6-7	 70,05	 45,90	 74,31	 32,09	 74,25	 70,34	
	       
		 PDTR7	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 56,94	 37,17	 41,93	 61,49	 70,30	 66,60	
STN	1-2	 56,94	 46,65	 51,16	 70,69	 80,54	 74,18	





STN	4-5	 68,52	 48,59	 56,17	 81,44	 80,05	 83,74	
STN	5-6	 51,18	 43,38	 45,87	 63,89	 77,40	 68,30	
STN	6-7	 54,20	 42,41	 45,87	 62,15	 68,87	 68,41	
	       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 79,44	 76,14	 81,97	 70,43	 79,02	 65,05	
STN	1-2	 80,32	 74,49	 85,72	 79,72	 84,23	 63,68	
STN	2-3	 83,29	 81,22	 83,93	 69,51	 79,00	 69,53	
STN	4-5	 76,83	 67,20	 82,71	 81,39	 82,05	 58,00	
STN	5-6	 79,51	 74,59	 84,07	 72,64	 80,14	 61,84	
STN	6-7	 84,63	 81,66	 87,45	 75,17	 81,69	 71,37	
	       
 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 41,81	 42,28	 39,14	 62,53	 70,91	 61,11	
STN	1-2	 50,79	 50,45	 47,32	 60,88	 74,29	 69,93	
STN	2-3	 39,73	 40,83	 37,46	 64,56	 71,12	 59,76	
STN	4-5	 58,00	 57,98	 53,86	 72,65	 83,54	 77,56	
STN	5-6	 44,38	 43,57	 40,92	 55,74	 67,40	 62,63	
STN	6-7	 46,81	 46,89	 44,01	 61,80	 71,99	 65,47	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 43,54	 27,62	 49,37	 31,64	 46,14	 56,30	
STN	1-2	 46,62	 24,69	 46,55	 26,34	 41,46	 55,65	
STN	2-3	 45,50	 31,63	 50,49	 32,11	 46,46	 56,01	
STN	4-5	 50,58	 25,93	 53,56	 29,70	 47,65	 65,59	
STN	5-6	 41,87	 22,43	 41,31	 24,97	 38,79	 50,60	
STN	6-7	 47,89	 28,87	 48,30	 29,07	 44,32	 56,15	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 79,58	 68,60	 56,63	 69,92	 70,21	 51,32	
STN	1-2	 79,14	 64,20	 56,08	 74,59	 66,07	 48,27	
STN	2-3	 82,10	 73,41	 61,88	 71,73	 76,17	 57,34	





STN	5-6	 80,56	 68,26	 55,04	 69,00	 66,88	 45,92	
STN	6-7	 84,33	 74,48	 64,18	 74,19	 76,01	 55,06	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR3	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 59,17	 73,42	 39,41	 52,09	 46,07	 45,30	
STN	1-2	 72,36	 80,28	 36,62	 60,62	 52,43	 52,18	
STN	2-3	 54,66	 71,59	 43,77	 50,52	 46,00	 45,16	
STN	4-5	 69,23	 70,78	 36,97	 67,43	 61,95	 61,78	
STN	5-6	 65,10	 76,51	 34,34	 53,25	 45,52	 45,02	
STN	6-7	 58,95	 71,41	 42,35	 55,59	 50,93	 50,02	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	4	
	       
		 PDTR4	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 76,35	 83,41	 85,86	 86,01	 83,62	
STN	1-2	 76,35	 100,00	 92,39	 75,64	 63,20	 85,07	
STN	2-3	 83,41	 92,39	 100,00	 76,12	 64,32	 87,00	
STN	4-5	 85,86	 75,64	 76,12	 100,00	 82,19	 87,16	
STN	5-6	 86,01	 63,20	 64,32	 82,19	 100,00	 70,74	
STN	6-7	 83,62	 85,07	 87,00	 87,16	 70,74	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR5	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 33,84	 44,51	 33,35	 34,63	 38,53	 49,26	
STN	1-2	 18,51	 26,44	 17,88	 17,36	 21,54	 28,91	
STN	2-3	 24,02	 31,54	 23,99	 18,65	 25,46	 31,96	
STN	4-5	 26,18	 37,37	 26,75	 30,48	 30,09	 40,24	
STN	5-6	 37,64	 51,39	 37,32	 41,42	 43,18	 55,90	
STN	6-7	 23,22	 32,75	 24,10	 19,45	 25,81	 33,44	
	       
		 PDTR6	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 71,71	 76,91	 75,88	 26,83	 69,85	 79,92	





STN	2-3	 73,48	 62,02	 75,87	 20,82	 57,26	 63,44	
STN	4-5	 72,30	 69,01	 72,41	 24,20	 63,86	 74,66	
STN	5-6	 63,96	 63,57	 66,84	 30,22	 78,66	 86,61	
STN	6-7	 77,01	 70,77	 78,73	 21,30	 60,22	 70,71	
	       
		 PDTR7	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 66,93	 31,27	 43,26	 70,27	 44,54	 73,38	
STN	1-2	 46,41	 19,96	 29,25	 42,94	 24,98	 49,60	
STN	2-3	 49,05	 21,00	 31,04	 49,77	 31,32	 55,46	
STN	4-5	 60,17	 29,80	 39,32	 58,07	 35,97	 62,39	
STN	5-6	 74,84	 46,38	 56,09	 73,35	 50,69	 76,18	
STN	6-7	 55,76	 25,33	 36,26	 54,45	 31,54	 60,74	
	       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 68,17	 59,15	 67,42	 68,16	 64,45	 56,81	
STN	1-2	 60,05	 63,46	 59,89	 55,25	 60,19	 72,00	
STN	2-3	 59,35	 59,31	 58,87	 53,36	 59,71	 64,04	
STN	4-5	 61,85	 53,00	 61,35	 63,05	 56,77	 52,17	
STN	5-6	 63,57	 51,99	 69,13	 76,61	 60,88	 48,00	
STN	6-7	 63,02	 59,05	 60,03	 56,27	 59,11	 61,80	
	       
		 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 55,83	 59,70	 53,84	 85,12	 85,23	 73,20	
STN	1-2	 34,64	 38,15	 34,64	 67,72	 64,91	 52,27	
STN	2-3	 33,43	 37,64	 32,73	 75,88	 70,97	 53,58	
STN	4-5	 50,01	 53,12	 49,18	 71,94	 73,40	 64,29	
STN	5-6	 73,02	 73,17	 70,93	 68,70	 81,77	 82,74	
STN	6-7	 38,60	 42,06	 37,40	 79,78	 74,26	 56,59	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 60,00	 44,30	 70,77	 47,22	 64,54	 80,50	
STN	1-2	 80,22	 82,68	 82,95	 56,56	 65,76	 68,08	





STN	4-5	 65,76	 55,04	 69,45	 44,92	 59,32	 74,14	
STN	5-6	 62,93	 33,23	 60,92	 30,37	 51,22	 74,71	
STN	6-7	 69,97	 42,06	 81,64	 61,46	 71,43	 77,05	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR4	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 49,11	 39,22	 52,47	 84,24	 50,11	 55,62	
STN	1-2	 40,29	 34,93	 56,01	 66,83	 61,33	 84,91	
STN	2-3	 40,55	 34,33	 48,84	 67,84	 54,16	 73,16	
STN	4-5	 39,82	 29,74	 44,48	 75,81	 44,34	 56,72	
STN	5-6	 49,26	 34,80	 47,60	 80,62	 42,88	 44,58	
STN	6-7	 40,25	 33,72	 48,74	 72,61	 51,72	 67,96	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 44,07	 41,77	 52,44	 68,00	 73,37	 72,68	
STN	1-2	 31,49	 36,85	 87,22	 46,63	 56,08	 54,00	
STN	2-3	 35,54	 39,34	 78,00	 45,76	 53,18	 52,26	
STN	4-5	 41,72	 37,75	 59,65	 62,22	 68,30	 67,93	
STN	5-6	 48,70	 41,99	 39,36	 81,62	 83,54	 83,80	
STN	6-7	 36,98	 38,46	 76,95	 50,13	 58,48	 57,67	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	5	
	       
		 PDTR5	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 95,12	 98,26	 18,62	 90,85	 88,01	
STN	1-2	 95,12	 100,00	 94,40	 23,89	 88,88	 87,72	
STN	2-3	 98,26	 94,40	 100,00	 16,84	 85,97	 82,87	
STN	4-5	 18,62	 23,89	 16,84	 100,00	 26,49	 33,65	
STN	5-6	 90,85	 88,88	 85,97	 26,49	 100,00	 96,21	
STN	6-7	 88,01	 87,72	 82,87	 33,65	 96,21	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR6	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		





STN	1-2	 45,35	 35,99	 49,12	 36,39	 65,50	 61,79	
STN	2-3	 34,75	 29,87	 38,63	 32,31	 54,82	 49,45	
STN	4-5	 19,17	 17,10	 19,42	 13,29	 34,37	 36,72	
STN	5-6	 41,57	 25,32	 44,81	 32,54	 55,75	 53,18	
STN	6-7	 46,08	 30,69	 49,72	 35,46	 63,77	 63,16	
	       
		 PDTR7	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 34,33	 30,65	 32,78	 52,12	 78,88	 55,62	
STN	1-2	 49,40	 42,49	 46,11	 63,04	 81,26	 67,07	
STN	2-3	 37,65	 35,39	 37,60	 56,25	 83,35	 58,94	
STN	4-5	 33,02	 23,51	 28,00	 33,99	 23,51	 33,60	
STN	5-6	 35,78	 29,09	 31,05	 45,68	 62,05	 51,23	
STN	6-7	 45,64	 33,78	 37,69	 54,03	 64,78	 59,51	
	       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 63,66	 56,31	 68,19	 58,52	 62,59	 39,50	
STN	1-2	 71,27	 61,81	 77,14	 69,64	 70,64	 46,18	
STN	2-3	 63,25	 54,39	 67,51	 58,98	 65,31	 37,53	
STN	4-5	 21,19	 14,50	 27,18	 37,32	 19,53	 11,82	
STN	5-6	 64,72	 59,76	 69,61	 56,79	 54,46	 41,44	
STN	6-7	 66,12	 59,89	 73,36	 65,88	 57,77	 43,55	
	       
		 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 38,12	 37,81	 35,23	 33,09	 47,88	 51,48	
STN	1-2	 46,98	 46,50	 42,93	 41,83	 57,67	 61,56	
STN	2-3	 36,21	 35,59	 32,47	 34,95	 48,57	 50,55	
STN	4-5	 43,45	 42,62	 42,29	 25,08	 35,34	 44,73	
STN	5-6	 44,97	 46,02	 43,57	 35,71	 51,07	 55,51	
STN	6-7	 57,61	 58,55	 55,65	 41,71	 60,17	 67,49	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 26,39	 5,92	 15,86	 4,22	 15,85	 28,11	





STN	2-3	 25,51	 5,48	 15,34	 3,92	 15,26	 27,75	
STN	4-5	 25,73	 4,70	 18,80	 3,81	 13,65	 27,75	
STN	5-6	 30,63	 7,07	 19,89	 5,12	 18,63	 32,76	
STN	6-7	 39,54	 58,55	 28,27	 8,46	 24,75	 42,30	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 76,34	 54,30	 34,10	 54,87	 49,20	 25,24	
STN	1-2	 80,35	 58,30	 40,26	 64,94	 53,64	 30,83	
STN	2-3	 72,34	 50,08	 31,00	 55,70	 45,70	 23,19	
STN	4-5	 21,36	 10,53	 17,29	 30,90	 11,07	 9,80	
STN	5-6	 83,76	 60,27	 39,20	 55,75	 55,84	 29,24	
STN	6-7	 81,21	 57,99	 43,82	 63,33	 54,84	 32,24	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR5	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 67,06	 84,44	 13,89	 49,42	 36,83	 37,63	
STN	1-2	 68,38	 80,18	 18,34	 57,05	 45,80	 46,37	
STN	2-3	 71,97	 86,14	 13,18	 46,42	 33,09	 34,37	
STN	4-5	 18,77	 15,34	 5,46	 46,74	 45,99	 45,10	
STN	5-6	 46,63	 68,28	 14,60	 55,63	 45,83	 46,79	
STN	6-7	 51,58	 69,67	 18,23	 68,44	 59,92	 60,07	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	6	
	       
		 PDTR6	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR6	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 59,93	 96,18	 22,76	 60,87	 66,06	
STN	1-2	 59,93	 100,00	 65,97	 18,39	 49,97	 60,97	
STN	2-3	 96,18	 65,97	 100,00	 24,80	 67,10	 72,23	
STN	4-5	 22,76	 18,39	 24,80	 100,00	 35,83	 35,06	
STN	5-6	 60,87	 49,97	 67,10	 35,83	 100,00	 90,07	
STN	6-7	 66,06	 60,97	 72,23	 35,06	 90,07	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR7	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	





STN	0-1	 48,55	 26,06	 32,13	 42,08	 31,05	 51,80	
STN	1-2	 59,68	 25,51	 37,61	 67,66	 39,11	 69,43	
STN	2-3	 55,28	 29,40	 37,39	 51,39	 37,08	 60,32	
STN	4-5	 27,68	 22,00	 24,47	 29,73	 32,12	 31,53	
STN	5-6	 74,30	 60,66	 66,26	 75,31	 65,55	 77,61	
STN	6-7	 74,20	 50,33	 59,93	 77,37	 60,74	 80,60	
	       
       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR6	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 84,73	 88,06	 80,18	 66,28	 73,76	 89,78	
STN	1-2	 66,19	 51,40	 54,32	 49,44	 58,04	 44,43	
STN	2-3	 86,50	 88,93	 83,29	 70,48	 77,62	 89,96	
STN	4-5	 28,67	 24,75	 31,61	 31,87	 28,51	 21,39	
STN	5-6	 67,41	 60,04	 76,69	 82,82	 71,06	 55,75	
STN	6-7	 69,22	 60,47	 75,60	 80,41	 70,12	 55,96	
	       
		 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR6	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 37,46	 40,26	 37,84	 67,21	 67,06	 53,63	
STN	1-2	 29,21	 33,33	 26,92	 85,49	 71,40	 47,61	
STN	2-3	 41,97	 44,62	 41,35	 74,91	 74,39	 59,21	
STN	4-5	 26,10	 26,50	 24,19	 22,34	 30,05	 31,56	
STN	5-6	 69,83	 67,91	 67,19	 62,78	 79,49	 81,57	
STN	6-7	 73,15	 72,43	 70,27	 70,89	 85,02	 83,30	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 		 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR6	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 66,06	 61,18	 63,65	 37,73	 50,89	 59,37	
STN	1-2	 36,25	 31,36	 44,72	 28,50	 41,36	 55,05	
STN	2-3	 65,60	 57,88	 67,20	 40,04	 54,39	 64,65	
STN	4-5	 23,63	 10,76	 19,63	 9,14	 16,56	 25,09	
STN	5-6	 64,13	 34,16	 59,06	 29,67	 46,75	 66,59	
STN	6-7	 64,01	 35,34	 63,79	 35,99	 54,45	 74,56	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	





STN	0-1	 68,89	 72,68	 82,35	 75,13	 86,30	 85,06	
STN	1-2	 34,49	 30,38	 37,31	 78,00	 39,44	 41,78	
STN	2-3	 70,38	 71,63	 81,73	 79,71	 85,08	 82,30	
STN	4-5	 31,24	 20,33	 19,20	 30,22	 23,00	 17,35	
STN	5-6	 60,91	 44,36	 51,67	 75,33	 53,69	 48,50	
STN	6-7	 59,47	 44,17	 52,97	 79,95	 52,04	 48,67	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 		 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR6	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 33,53	 44,48	 73,03	 46,97	 53,74	 52,37	
STN	1-2	 37,94	 34,63	 39,89	 39,15	 43,12	 44,96	
STN	2-3	 37,48	 47,10	 70,49	 51,57	 57,65	 55,64	
STN	4-5	 23,69	 28,51	 13,81	 29,85	 27,11	 27,87	
STN	5-6	 56,33	 54,24	 41,56	 74,79	 73,06	 73,91	
STN	6-7	 54,76	 52,16	 43,68	 79,29	 79,88	 80,91	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	7	
	       
		 PDTR7	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR7	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 80,86	 90,69	 79,17	 52,39	 81,65	
STN	1-2	 80,86	 100,00	 95,86	 56,78	 43,78	 56,51	
STN	2-3	 90,69	 95,86	 100,00	 67,89	 49,92	 69,03	
STN	4-5	 79,17	 56,78	 67,89	 100,00	 80,40	 94,77	
STN	5-6	 52,39	 43,78	 49,92	 80,40	 100,00	 77,30	
STN	6-7	 81,65	 56,51	 69,03	 94,77	 77,30	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR7	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 55,77	 44,27	 61,13	 69,03	 54,38	 39,03	
STN	1-2	 37,26	 29,02	 45,88	 51,50	 38,19	 22,83	
STN	2-3	 42,26	 32,68	 50,69	 58,46	 44,55	 27,44	
STN	4-5	 59,38	 43,68	 64,61	 75,75	 70,06	 36,07	
STN	5-6	 56,27	 43,87	 64,43	 71,09	 73,95	 33,29	
STN	6-7	 66,04	 52,20	 70,17	 77,92	 72,18	 45,01	






		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR7	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 57,15	 56,77	 51,57	 62,79	 71,31	 71,43	
STN	1-2	 41,51	 38,14	 37,14	 29,07	 43,17	 50,27	
STN	2-3	 48,76	 45,89	 43,57	 41,57	 53,54	 58,92	
STN	4-5	 60,97	 61,12	 55,75	 71,19	 80,39	 77,19	
STN	5-6	 48,29	 46,99	 43,89	 43,26	 60,55	 64,67	
STN	6-7	 61,82	 61,21	 57,86	 72,96	 81,73	 78,48	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR7	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 48,62	 21,42	 47,22	 21,78	 38,59	 60,09	
STN	1-2	 33,62	 8,06	 24,32	 5,50	 16,11	 32,51	
STN	2-3	 40,49	 13,58	 34,05	 12,08	 24,83	 43,06	
STN	4-5	 45,46	 17,79	 43,62	 20,02	 37,32	 59,04	
STN	5-6	 34,40	 9,16	 24,82	 8,48	 21,42	 38,04	
STN	6-7	 51,00	 61,21	 48,72	 24,07	 41,53	 62,36	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN4.5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR7	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 42,75	 29,15	 37,39	 70,88	 33,84	 31,98	
STN	1-2	 30,83	 21,01	 22,06	 39,44	 21,59	 15,92	
STN	2-3	 34,48	 21,61	 25,45	 50,59	 24,04	 20,95	
STN	4-5	 46,25	 27,17	 32,60	 78,84	 30,46	 27,43	
STN	5-6	 53,84	 31,94	 27,79	 62,61	 31,72	 20,19	
STN	6-7	 55,46	 37,78	 41,56	 82,87	 40,96	 36,87	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR7	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 39,42	 34,69	 27,42	 61,27	 59,40	 61,54	
STN	1-2	 30,16	 26,59	 10,39	 40,22	 33,45	 37,64	
STN	2-3	 35,29	 31,12	 16,73	 48,78	 42,83	 46,32	
STN	4-5	 66,20	 56,24	 24,20	 67,95	 63,06	 63,03	
STN	5-6	 85,96	 82,53	 15,34	 57,68	 45,24	 45,53	
STN	6-7	 63,14	 58,18	 31,85	 68,50	 64,65	 65,26	






	       
		 PDTR8	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR8	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 94,81	 92,68	 74,56	 82,84	 79,76	
STN	1-2	 94,81	 100,00	 90,53	 69,20	 80,14	 89,74	
STN	2-3	 92,68	 90,53	 100,00	 84,59	 86,03	 79,28	
STN	4-5	 74,56	 69,20	 84,59	 100,00	 83,33	 66,02	
STN	5-6	 82,84	 80,14	 86,03	 83,33	 100,00	 79,04	
STN	6-7	 79,76	 89,74	 79,28	 66,02	 79,04	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR8	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 40,51	 43,03	 38,63	 69,54	 72,58	 59,66	
STN	1-2	 34,47	 36,88	 34,03	 60,29	 63,58	 51,93	
STN	2-3	 54,29	 55,26	 52,16	 63,09	 75,41	 71,35	
STN	4-5	 66,32	 66,13	 64,30	 58,77	 78,31	 81,01	
STN	5-6	 44,37	 45,56	 42,81	 65,88	 73,98	 63,91	
STN	6-7	 31,06	 33,28	 31,66	 56,68	 59,15	 47,96	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR8	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 49,58	 35,82	 44,13	 20,18	 36,64	 51,18	
STN	1-2	 52,68	 43,31	 46,74	 22,66	 36,49	 45,63	
STN	2-3	 58,46	 36,07	 48,99	 21,13	 38,75	 55,22	
STN	4-5	 61,91	 32,23	 49,50	 19,33	 37,09	 58,01	
STN	5-6	 53,75	 38,05	 49,00	 24,23	 38,93	 52,42	
STN	6-7	 60,41	 55,35	 57,03	 30,58	 42,04	 47,56	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR8	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 81,08	 77,65	 74,68	 83,20	 84,53	 67,57	
STN	1-2	 82,21	 83,44	 84,55	 73,23	 93,26	 77,86	
STN	2-3	 83,04	 75,75	 75,77	 81,58	 81,09	 66,26	
STN	4-5	 66,77	 54,04	 64,05	 80,36	 61,05	 53,58	
STN	5-6	 69,44	 62,91	 69,67	 78,28	 71,55	 63,62	
STN	6-7	 73,45	 77,57	 89,43	 65,72	 90,24	 85,80	






		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR8	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 51,83	 62,17	 48,49	 51,27	 50,40	 49,73	
STN	1-2	 40,95	 56,72	 56,86	 44,01	 45,37	 43,43	
STN	2-3	 57,52	 65,86	 47,64	 65,06	 62,09	 60,78	
STN	4-5	 64,72	 61,15	 40,74	 75,81	 72,44	 70,69	
STN	5-6	 72,28	 72,47	 50,21	 54,69	 51,71	 49,97	
STN	6-7	 34,38	 47,38	 68,66	 38,96	 44,17	 40,96	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	9	
	       
		 PDTR9	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR9	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 92,82	 91,93	 41,96	 69,44	 85,05	
STN	1-2	 92,82	 100,00	 82,47	 45,05	 71,48	 85,55	
STN	2-3	 91,93	 82,47	 100,00	 39,63	 65,00	 78,98	
STN	4-5	 41,96	 45,05	 39,63	 100,00	 87,54	 61,50	
STN	5-6	 69,44	 71,48	 65,00	 87,54	 100,00	 85,79	
STN	6-7	 85,05	 85,55	 78,98	 61,50	 85,79	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR9	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 56,71	 15,59	 47,45	 15,85	 33,95	 55,84	
STN	1-2	 56,06	 18,38	 47,70	 17,07	 35,28	 56,78	
STN	2-3	 55,61	 16,88	 46,41	 14,78	 32,49	 53,98	
STN	4-5	 47,86	 39,48	 66,36	 47,16	 61,93	 73,38	
STN	5-6	 60,65	 36,22	 68,99	 41,84	 60,95	 78,76	
STN	6-7	 64,79	 85,55	 57,27	 25,45	 45,52	 67,46	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR9	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 43,02	 26,92	 37,06	 55,83	 29,26	 26,37	
STN	1-2	 44,72	 29,12	 38,84	 59,20	 31,50	 28,80	
STN	2-3	 42,12	 27,62	 38,15	 53,15	 29,99	 27,39	
STN	4-5	 46,77	 39,67	 48,38	 81,94	 51,25	 52,62	





STN	6-7	 56,92	 39,33	 49,70	 76,78	 45,12	 42,01	
	       
 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR9	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 42,78	 36,64	 19,54	 83,34	 82,71	 81,93	
STN	1-2	 41,50	 36,35	 22,25	 81,00	 81,11	 80,48	
STN	2-3	 39,39	 33,42	 20,48	 80,68	 81,22	 79,92	
STN	4-5	 40,23	 40,62	 51,28	 50,93	 55,73	 55,58	
STN	5-6	 55,33	 53,26	 46,93	 73,97	 75,43	 75,16	
STN	6-7	 56,41	 52,69	 33,77	 87,05	 85,39	 84,12	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	10	
	       
		 PDTR10	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR10	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 84,34	 79,44	 37,90	 49,74	 58,68	
STN	1-2	 84,34	 100,00	 73,37	 47,09	 47,13	 42,44	
STN	2-3	 79,44	 73,37	 100,00	 72,53	 82,32	 83,97	
STN	4-5	 37,90	 47,09	 72,53	 100,00	 93,71	 74,24	
STN	5-6	 49,74	 47,13	 82,32	 93,71	 100,00	 90,24	
STN	6-7	 58,68	 42,44	 83,97	 74,24	 90,24	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR10	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 40,84	 29,02	 48,52	 57,82	 52,22	 74,21	
STN	1-2	 21,15	 17,51	 35,59	 37,84	 45,49	 77,06	
STN	2-3	 32,36	 24,80	 43,05	 55,10	 45,21	 66,77	
STN	4-5	 12,90	 11,04	 20,38	 27,18	 21,39	 36,66	
STN	5-6	 27,86	 22,87	 33,49	 46,22	 33,35	 45,01	
STN	6-7	 40,87	 30,50	 42,64	 66,47	 39,50	 46,84	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR10	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 37,45	 40,23	 78,75	 62,08	 67,83	 65,67	
STN	1-2	 19,99	 26,81	 91,65	 25,44	 35,17	 31,87	





STN	4-5	 13,59	 15,90	 55,84	 18,87	 27,46	 28,52	
STN	5-6	 24,18	 25,94	 56,67	 37,94	 46,10	 46,21	
STN	6-7	 37,92	 35,56	 51,36	 61,85	 68,21	 67,51	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	11	
	       
		 PDTR11	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR11	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 87,61	 73,63	 66,73	 82,27	 55,62	
STN	1-2	 87,61	 100,00	 83,69	 53,51	 86,84	 57,68	
STN	2-3	 73,63	 83,69	 100,00	 61,54	 87,27	 75,02	
STN	4-5	 66,73	 53,51	 61,54	 100,00	 64,89	 60,34	
STN	5-6	 82,27	 86,84	 87,27	 64,89	 100,00	 84,13	
STN	6-7	 55,62	 57,68	 75,02	 60,34	 84,13	 100,00	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR11	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 41,35	 62,01	 34,19	 51,82	 48,06	 47,26	
STN	1-2	 24,45	 42,12	 31,76	 31,81	 32,49	 30,66	
STN	2-3	 27,79	 39,52	 51,09	 43,89	 48,72	 47,31	
STN	4-5	 58,54	 60,58	 47,09	 68,43	 68,53	 67,58	
STN	5-6	 28,10	 47,52	 57,42	 37,72	 40,90	 38,73	
STN	6-7	 24,78	 37,62	 81,68	 34,54	 42,97	 40,27	
	       
PACIENTE	NÚMERO	12	
	       
		 PDTR12	
		 STN	0-1	 STN	1-2	 STN	2-3	 STN	4-5	 STN	5-6	 STN	6-7	
PDTR2	 		 		 		 		 		 		
STN	0-1	 100,00	 87,93	 25,82	 52,91	 43,04	 42,77	
STN	1-2	 87,93	 100,00	 34,85	 50,26	 38,69	 38,97	
STN	2-3	 25,82	 34,85	 100,00	 28,74	 39,10	 37,77	
STN	4-5	 52,91	 50,26	 28,74	 100,00	 93,14	 92,25	
STN	5-6	 43,04	 38,69	 39,10	 93,14	 100,00	 94,14	
STN	6-7	 42,77	 38,97	 37,77	 92,25	 94,14	 100,00	
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